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Is Scott Adams secretly basing Dilbert on your office, or does your office just happen to be exactly

like the one in his popular strip?Let&#39;s look at the facts. Your boss does have a lot in common

with Dilbert&#39;s (aside from the pointy hair). And you do have that coworker who is one deadline

away from a meltdown and another who spends all day trying to look busy. But rest assured, Scott

swears that the strip is all made up and coincidental. He also asks that you please disregard the

hidden cameras in the boardroom. Check out the daily dysfunction of Dilbert, Alice, Wally, and the

PHB with a classic, full-color strip on each page of this best-selling Dilbert calendar.
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Hmm, I'm not sure what can be said about a Dilbert page-per-day calendar that isn't already

painfully obvious . . . but I love it nonetheless. My ONLY complaint is that it used to be 7 per week

and in the past few years it is now 6 (Sat./Sun. are on one page). It makes sense if you have it in an

office, but I miss the extra 52 comics. :)If you aren't some alien-type person who doesn't find Dilbert

funny, you'll get a quick laugh every day with this. Since laughter is the best medicine (well, as long

as you don't have diarrhea), this potentially can make you more healthy and less stressed!!!

This Dilbert calendar gets me through the work week, and I can't imagine not having one at the

office to keep me grounded. Sometimes I feel like this is about the company I work for - just too

much similarity. I love it.



Great calendar for your desk or as a gift. The daily comic strip is funny and the quality of the

calendar is good. The pages are approximately 5.25" by 4.25" and the paper is typical printer paper

quality (in color). It has a plastic stand, to stand it up on a desk or other surface (it does not have a

hole in the back for wall mounting, like some other calendars have, but I never use that anyway).

I get these calendars every single year. If you work in a place with plenty of stereo typical business

professionals this calendar will hit your funny bone from time to time. With that being said, there are

some days that I just read it and think, â€œWell, ok.â€• However, if I laughed out loud every single

day that would have to be a 6 star rated calendar.I switched jobs during this last year calendar, and

went from a fun outgoing environment to a business professional tie every single day kind of place,

and the jokes just keep on coming! They are just as relatable as ever. It helps me pass each day

and gives me just the smile I need.CON: There is one really big con to having a Dilbert calendar on

your desk. Tons of people will stop in just to read it. It gets kind of awkward when they stand there

with a blank face for about 30 seconds, and then out of nowhere they start chuckling to themselves

and hand you back your calendar. Just a warning I thought I should mention.Other than all that,

thanks Scott Adams for helping me smile each day before I start getting into my workday. If you

have never had a Dilbert calendar but are contemplating switching over, I recommend this calendar

if you feel like anyone you work with is a hypocrite. I can 99% guarantee you will feel like you work

down the hall from Dilbert after you start comparing people to the characters in these comics.

I am frustrated that the calendar will not stay up. So it has to lay flat on my desk. I'm not sure if I

purchased a defective product, returned product ( I can't recall if the platic wrapper was on it or not,

or if they are just making them all like this. I will no longer be buying my calendar online.

I love these Dilbert calendars. Sometimes it's scary how similar it is to real life in the office. These

are always a must for the new year!Editing, because i love Dilbert so much. Honestly, this is one

thing I always look forward to at work. And, when I had a horrible job before, it provided many

laughs, and gave me something to loook forward to (sad, I know). I sometimes swear Dilbert worked

for my old company. THere were just way too many times that things lined up. One example, we

had a sexual harassment training that morning, and when I came back to my desk, I flipped over to

the comic for the day, and it was one that was a sexual harassment one from a convention Dilbert

was at.Dilbert is definitely one of my favorite things, which is why I've bought Dilbert calendars for

the last 4 years of work (once I discovered how great they were). You can always count on a laugh



with Dilbert. I'm a technical writer, and the situations the writer comes in contact with here are things

I face as well, so it makes the day a bit lighter. Honestly, no matter where you work, whether it's with

engineers or developers, HR, whatever, this will be sure to entertain you daily. I highly recommend

Dilbert to anyone who wants a smile every day at work.Plus, what else can you get a year's worth of

smiles for only a few dollars? Definitely a great buy for the price. Like I said, they at least have my

vote for comedy genius as I keep coming back every year.

I'm sure Scott Adams works in my cube farm. According to security he doesn't but his insights into

the routine awfulness of corporate American life are so pointed and poignant you can't help but

recognise your life here. This is the desk calendar which is in colour and combines Satruday and

Sunday cartoons. It is screamingly funny in a very ironic/painful manner. If your soul is rotting away

in a cubicle or open plan office and the management looks like it should have point hair you really

need this (or peek at it on a colleagues desk). Wonderful.

I think this is my 10th year with this on my desk. Like how the last couple years have had a single

Sat/Sun comic. Sure, cheated out of 52, but it's my WORK desktop calendar! We use the "used"

days for notepads - shopping lists, etc. Unfortunately, I have about 1,000 unused and the number

grows faster than we can use them. However, my 6th grader has started to understand Dilbert, so

has been reading them :)
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